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ENLISTS IN FIRST CAVALRY 1 MERELY- - COMMENT
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BY H. M. C.
Now Is the time for all good men

to come to the aid of their grocery
bill and their country by planting a
garden of eats.

Sure there is a buttonhole in your
coat. Put an American flag in it

Your colors are either, red, white
and blue, or yellow. SHOW 'EM.

No, friends, Marshall Field is not
a field marshal. Just a private.

Wanted Some more millionaire's
sons to join the ranks of the regular
rookies. It'll do 'em good.

The skirts that slackers
who grabbed marriage licenses at the
call of war hide behind must have
been transparent

Wilson says these slackers will be
called the same as regular brave fel-
lers.

It looks like a lot of folks are in a
state of cold feet from the draft
question.

There's many a man caught cold
from a draft. '

"US. Will Clear the Jam on the
Ocean" could be sung nicely to the
tune of "Columbia, the Gem of the
Ocean."

Seems like Austria would rather
have peace than pieces. -

Eat, drink and be leary, for tomor-
row the country may be dry.

And also food-sh- y unless every- -
body gets busy on the garden stunt

A bird of a patriot in the trenches
is worth two slackers in the cyclone
cellar.

The call to colors is a call to men!
Step forward, MEN.

The patriotic mother who "didn't .

raise her boy to be a soldier" has
changed her mind.

Rome. Pope Benedict has been
Marshall Field III., the richest nomnea ana nas expressed deep

young man in Chicago, set an exam- -
mnnv'cmuau"nlnn tn
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pie for ether lich young men when Iizers from bodies of soldier dead, ac
he became a private in the state mili- - cdrding to an article printed by the
tia. He says he wants .to do. his bit 1 newspaper Inf ormanizone.


